**Design Concept: Palm Oasis**

**Comments:**

1. "River → Railroad → Street."
   "Union Pacific Railway still owns mineral rights under all of this area (it's on the deeds)."

2. "Palm trees add majesty to an open space and have a small footprint to allow more space for restaurant."

3. "I like the flat plane of the plaza - easy to see everyone!"

4. "Not a fan of palm trees."
   "Not enough vertical barriers for plaza."

5. "Palm trees make no sense."

6. "Jumping across the street is great."

7. "One way with raised crosswalk. (change traffic to flow Northeast toward Harrison on Treat)"

8. "Like artworks, trees, and seating space."

9. "Love the Brian Gogin ‘Defenestration’ sculptures jumping off storage building."

10. "With ‘Forest’ needs light for safety."

11. "Please add barriers to protect bicyclists from traffic and to prevent Uber/Lyft cars from blocking the bike path."

12. "Include the 1860’s bridge. Bridges are great metaphors."

13. "Like lights and exercise space."

14. "How can we encourage use of space without encouraging camping?"

15. "Don’t care for train coffee shop."

16. "This will get vandalized. (regarding wall along Dandelion north of staircase)"

---

**Treat Plaza Meeting 2 Feedback**

**22 Fillmore Muni Forward**
DESIGN CONCEPT:
STREAMLINE

COMMENTS:

1. “What does this look like at night? What happens to the tables?”
2. “Like the vibrant colors and vertical barriers protecting people from traffic.”
3. “Put bikes INSIDE the barrier.”
4. “ALL OPTIONS should have a concrete barrier protecting people/bikes from cars.”
5. “Color palette is great, appropriate for the creek.”
6. “Must not support TENTS.”
7. “Gaudi mosaic benches similar to Parc Guell.”
8. “Please highlight the water system under street.”
9. “Lighting possibly in ground.”
10. “LOVE the color palate.”
11. “Seems too busy.” (referring to whale paving image)
12. “Please calm the traffic before the cars arrive at this intersection.”
13. “Please add barriers to protect the bicyclists from traffic and prevent Uber/Lyft cars from blocking the bike lane.”
14. “Promotes safety from cars.” (pointing at striped pavement mural)
DESIGN CONCEPT:
PLAY TIME

COMMENTS:

1. “Having a performance area is really important.”
2. “This would become a skatepark.” (referring to North Plaza)
3. “More interactive THINGS.”
4. “Need more barriers.”
5. “Like the idea of games but needs to have more interactivity.”
6. “Need ballards to keep cars from entering here.” (Arrow points at corner of Harrison/16th)
7. “Yes!” (seconding #6 comment re: ballards)
8. “Please add ballards to protect bike lanes from traffic.”
9. “Perfect spot for a homeless tent.” (referring to stage)
10. “Make space expandable for closures during performances.”
11. “Too narrow for street performances. No SPACE for audience. Put concrete barrier here to mitigate that problem.” (arrow appears to point at edge of plaza along Treat St.)